TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of
highly credible sources inside American and European Intelligence
Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind the
scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going massive
deceptions and illusions.
BACK BREAKING NEWS
As We Continue to Identify the Enemies of the
American Republic and the American Revolution
in the 21st Century and Annihilate Them
THE BUSH-CLINTON CRIME SYNDICATE
MUST TRY TO STAY IN CONTROL OF THE
U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AS THEY FACE
MASSIVE PROSECUTIONS FOR HIGH TREASON
AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
January 20, 2008

NEW HAMPSHIRE/NEVADA-GATE UPDATE
AS THE BUSH-CLINTON
WORLDWIDE CRIME SPREE CONTINUES
By Tom Heneghan

First we would like to report that the former African-American Miss
Arkansas raped by SERIAL RAPIST Bill Clinton is now in an FBI safehouse after complaining about five (5) death threats against her.
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Individuals under investigation include current Los Angeles Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa, Clinton political hatchet man Robert Johnson and
former Mena, Arkansas-America Global China bond swindler Dan
Lassiter.

Note: Johnson, who recently waged a personal attack on the behalf of
the Clintons against Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama,
is worth billions thanks to his long-standing financial relationship with
bond swindler Lassiter.
Now on the election fraud in New Hampshire and Nevada.
By the time New Hampshire Secretary of State William Gardner
schedules the state's presidential primary, presidential hopefuls will
have campaigned in the state for many months and, in some cases, two
or more years.
It can now be reported that Clinton stooge, New Hampshire
Secretary of State William Gardner, can not locate up to 3,000
paper ballots currently involved in the New Hampshire recount.
Reference:
Senator Obama carried the majority of paper ballots.
And, of course, it gets worse!
The memory cards, which were used in the Diebold hacking of
the New Hampshire Democratic Primary, have already been
returned to LHS Associates before they could be examined by
New Hampshire election officials.
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Independent sources close to the recount have
told the Associated Press that the memory cards
were quickly taken to Massachusetts and then
flown to none other than ISRAEL.
Now on to Nevada.
As we reported last night, there were more ballots counted in the
Nevada Democratic caucus than individuals actually voted.
It can also be reported that daddy Bush’s little bitch, SERIAL RAPIST Bill
Clinton, who illegally entered the casino voting sites, also arranged with
Las Vegas mob casino contacts to allow shills and stooges for the
Clinton campaign to enter the casino voting sites and misdirect voters
to locations where caucusing did not take place.
And now it really gets worse!
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"If they are supporting legislation that denies the
undocumented [illegal aliens] driver's licenses, they don't
belong in office, friends. -- Antonio Villaraigosa now Los Angeles
Mayor

The Clinton-Harry Reid-Las Vegas mob also bussed in
4,500 ILLEGAL aliens from Los Angeles, California that
wound up voting in the caucuses for the unelectable
Hillary.
The ILLEGAL aliens supplied by Clintons’ bagman and
scumbag Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa were
allowed “same day” registration for the caucuses by
the compromised Nevada Democratic Party.
Note: They all had California driver’s licenses with
Nevada residences linked to various Las Vegas motels.

Now, as promised, hold onto your hat. Here comes the WantaGate update.

The recent plane incident involving British Prime
Minister Gordon Brown was actually an assassination
attempt against the current British Prime Minister as
he was about to make his way to China to discuss
implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocols.
Brown has received smoking gun evidence from his
British Intelligence Service that the Bush-Clinton
“TRUE COLORS” MOSSAD crime syndicate were behind
the assassination of the late Pakistani Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto.
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Before her death, Bhutto, along with current British
Prime Minister Brown and former Italian President
Francesco Cossiga had received intelligence briefings,
which tied the U.S. CIA and the Israeli MOSSAD to
operation “GLADIO”, i.e. the 9/11 attack.
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Note: This evidence was classified for years by former
British Prime Minister Tony Blair as he used it as
blackmail to shake down and extort funds from the
criminal Bush Administration.
Assassinated Bhutto was aware of the Bush-Clinton
misuse of Pakistani intelligence and Pakistani financial
institutions in not only 9/11 but the diversion of
billions of dollars of funds that are tied to the WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocols that are currently owed
U.S., French, British, Chinese and Russian treasuries.
Item: Current Russian President Vladimir Putin caught
the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate attempting to
launder ENRON derivatives, which were actually stolen
Wanta funds, through a MOSSAD stooge oil company,
YUKOS.
It is important to remember that the French, U.S.,
British and Chinese intelligence agencies cooperated in
the destabilization of the Russian ruble in the 1980s.
Both Mikhail Gorbachev and Vladimir Putin were
actually inside agents working for both Western and
Chinese intelligence.

President Reagan’s No. 1 ally in this operation was
actually French President Francois Mitterrand, not
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
It was then American Vice President daddy Bush and then
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher that actually conspired
to delay the economic downfall of the USSR as they felt the
collapse of the Soviet Union would be a destabilizing factor to
the global order.

Both Bush and Thatcher had oil interests connected
with the highest levels of the Soviet government oil
development and export corporation operations.
Reference: The British discovery of oil in the 1980s
and the establishment of the Bush-British MI6-Russian
KGB proprietary account in Switzerland.
And, of course, it was ZIONIST MOSSAD and East
German DVD agent and bagman Marc Rich that had,
and still has power of attorney on the account.
Accordingly, within six months of the downfall of the
old Soviet Union, former British Chancellor of the
Exchequer Lord Alexander Lord Alexander, helped, with
the assistance of former Russian KGB, to divert billions
of dollars of French-U.S.-Chinese-Russian ruble
payments ILLEGALLY to the British West Minster Bank.
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Conferring on the Navy steps of the EEOB are President
George H.W. Bush and Secretary of Defense Richard B.
Cheney in 1991.
Without President Reagan’s knowledge, assisting
Alexander in this ILLEGAL transfer was then Vice
President George Herbert Walker Bush, former Soviet
Premier Mikhail Gorbachev and Reagan cabinet official
Dick Cheney.
What makes this interesting is that Aleksandr
Litvinenko, the murdered Russian KGB agent (poisoned
sushi), worked directly with his British counterpart,
Lord Alexander.
Three days after Lord Alexander’s airport detention in
the USSR, both French Intelligence agent Jean Pierre
Truseau and Chinese agent Howie Kwok, both part of
the Russian ruble operation, were murdered after rat
poison was placed in their food while they were having
dinner at a Madrid, Spain restaurant.
IT GETS A LOT WORSE!

Robert Rubin
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As we get up to speed, reference 2007, U.S. Vice President Dick
Cheney, with the assistance of former Clinton Administration
official Robert Rubin, stole the Queen of England’s gold reserve
and then allowed current French President Nicholas Sarkozy to
use the reserve to acquire billions of dollars in currency and gold
bullion trading profits by using the Queen of England’s gold
reserve as collateral.
Note: The Queen’s gold reserve was taken out of the
Westminster Bank in England with the assistance of British
TRAITORS linked to former British Prime Minister Tony Blair.

It is unclear at this time whether the loan made to France by
Cheney using the stolen British gold was Cheney’s way of
making up for the theft of the French commissions in the 1980s
orchestrated by Cheney, daddy Bush (then Vice President
George H.W. Bush) and the British.
It is also unclear whether these trading profits were actually
placed in the French treasury or remain in a trading account tied
to both Sarkozy and Bush.
Yes, folks, it really is a thieves world!
Note: Two months before the movement of the British gold,
former First Lady Nancy Reagan wrote a letter to the wife of the
late French President Francois Mitterrand condemning U.S.
government officials in the current Bush Administration for
failure to implement the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
and the funds owed the French People.

Current British Prime Minister Gordon Brown is now
aware of all of this and the fact that some of these
diverted funds have been placed in secret accounts in
Switzerland and Luxembourg with the beneficiaries
being daddy Bush, current White House occupant
George W. Bush, both BILL AND HILLARY CLINTON,
current U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert, former British Prime Minister
Tony Blair and current Pakistani President Pervez
Musharraf.
Blair is also rumored to have a secret account at the
Vatican Bank, which could be one of the reasons why
Blair has recently become a Roman Catholic.
Former CitiBank officials Sir Winston Bischoff and Indian
national Vikram Pandit have briefed British Prime Minister
Gordon Brown on the criminal complicity of former Clinton
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin in setting up these secret
accounts and using the U.S. Federal Reserve as a money
laundry.
Rubin has been threatened with assassination by the Israeli
MOSSAD if he does not continue to cooperate with former
CitiBank CEO Sandy Weil in this massive criminality.

It was just recently that daddy Bush was in Israel
visiting Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert and U.S.
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson.
Paulson was in an Israeli hospital recovering from a
stun gun attack against him ordered by an outraged
U.S. Military for Paulson’s HIGH TREASON involvement
in theft of U.S. Treasury funds and his role as a bagman
for the Bush-Clinton Crime Family.
So the assassination attempt against Gordon Brown,
who like Bhutto knows too much, was ordered directly
by daddy Bush himself.
The method for the assassination attempt was an
electronic magnetic pulse laser directed against his
British Airways plane from an ISRAELI satellite.
Reference: The joint U.S.-British satellite Galileo has
evidence of the ISRAELI laser being launched.
Note: The electronic magnetic pulse attack was similar
to the attempt to vector then Vice President Albert
Gore’s Air Force II plane over the skies of Chicago in
1999.
Vice President Gore, now non-inaugurated, duly
elected President Albert Gore, has been an opponent
and enemy of the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate since
his failed attempt to have Bush-Clinton bagman Marc
Rich arrested in 1993.
The failed attempt by Gore, Wanta, Mitterrand,
Sessions and Vernon Walters, led to the Bush-Clinton
Crime Family assassination of then White House official
and FBI informant Vince Foster.
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AT THIS HOUR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF THE WANTAREAGAN-MITTERRAND FUNDS ARE PARKED IN IRAN
UNDER THE CONTROL OF TWO IRANIAN MULLAHS
WHO ARE ACTUALLY ISRAELI MOSSAD AGENTS.
THEY RECEIVED PART OF THE FUNDS AS PAYMENT TO
PAVE THE WAY FOR A U.S.-FRENCH ATTACK ON IRAN,
WITH THE RESULT OF THE ATTACK BEING MASSIVE
PROFITS IN GOLD AND OIL TRADING COMMODITY
FUTURES CONTRACTS WITH THE BENEFICIARIES
BEING THE WORLDWIDE MEMBERS OF THE BUSHCLINTON-MOSSAD CRIME SYNDICATE.
How dare you, you conspiratorial
tyrants and kings and notable queens!

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THECLOSET" are a MAJOR THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY
being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile
entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of
the American People.
CLARIFICATION: Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People
are NOT the same as the war mongering ZIONIST KHAZAR

JEWS.

